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T-Series Grade 1, Extra Heavy Duty Cylindrical Lever Locks

The T series extra heavy-duty grade 1 cylindrical lock is designed to stand up 
to high-traffic and heavy-abuse applications. The lock can accept any 
manufacturer’s cylinder, and the cylinder can easily be removed for quick, 
easy re-keying, so retrofitting a current building is simple. 

The T series is constructed with a compression spring that allows the lock to 
exceed ANSI/BHMA grade 1 testing requirements. perfect for high-use 
institutional applications, the T series lock delivers by providing a solid 
product at a solid price.

Dane (DAN) Quantum (QUA)

DOOR THICKNESS: 1-3/4” to 2-1/8” standard. 

BACKSET: 2-3/4” standard. 
2-3/8” latch sold separate (FAA92320-00D)
Springs are stainless steel. 
Compression spring design supports levers,
eliminating lever sag and provides years of reliable 
service.

HANDING: locks are non-handed.

CYLINDERS: drilled with 6-pin chambers, 
pinned in 5. specify “PD”.

KEYWAYS: “G” keyway standard on 
conventional cylinders.

SFIC prep available, specify “BD”. (less core) 

LATCHES: 1/2” bolt projection, UL listed with latch 
faceplates 2-1/4” x 1-1/8” with square corners standard.

STRIKES: 4-7/8” x 1-1/4” ANSI strike with curved lip to 
meet ANSI a115.2 door frame preparation standard. 

SCREWS: furnished with combination screws 
for use in wood or metal doors and frames.
ANSI/BHMA: meets ANSI/BHMA a156.2 series 4000, 
grade 1.

Pressure Release Levers. Locked Levers Disengage 
When Excess Pressure Is Applied. Prevents Damage To 
Lock Mechanism.

3-1/2" diameter rose to cover new metal door 
preparation (for key-in-lever locks). also large 
enough to cover old paint marks on retrofits.

Part #

FAT101S

Function

Passage

626 605, 612

Stock finishes: 605 (bright brass), 612 (satin bronze), 626 (satin chrome)
*612 finish is discontinued when out.  Ask customer service for availability
and special pricing. There are many other functions, finishes, & lever styles 
available for special order. Ask customer service for information.

Style

DAN or QUA $389.00 $401.00

FAT301S PrivacyDAN or QUA $488.00 $500.00

FAT501PD EntryDAN or QUA

$544.00 $556.00

FAT511PD Entry/OfficeDAN or QUA

FAT521PD OfficeDAN or QUA

FAT561PD ClassroomDAN or QUA

FAT581PD StoreroomDAN or QUA

Small Format Interchangeable Core 
(SFIC) prep also in stock.
Specify “BD” instead of “PD”.
Example: FAT581BD-DAN-626  

(Less Core)
No Extra Charge
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X-Series Grade 1, Extra Heavy Duty Cylindrical Knob Locks

The X series is UL listed and is certified ANSI/BHMA 
a156.2 series 4000 grade 1 for durability.  

The X series is designed for those unique applications that 
can use a knob and need added strength for security.

DOOR THICKNESS: 1-3/8” to 1-7/8” doors. 

BACKSET: 2-3/4” standard. 
2-3/8” latch sold separate 
(FAA92320-00D)

MECHANISM: parts constructed of brass or cold 
formed steel, zinc plated and dichromated for rust 
resistance. Springs are stainless steel. 

ATTACHMENT: locks secured to door by threaded 
collars. Inner collar tightened by special wrench 
furnished with each lock. Outer rose contains locking 
plate to prevent unauthorized removal.

HANDING: field reversible.

CYLINDERS: drilled with 6-pin chambers, pinned in 5. 
Cylinder housings and plugs machined from solid brass. 
Springs are phosphor bronze. two nickel silver keys 
furnished standard.

KEYWAYS: "G” keyway standard on standard cylinders. 

TRIM: roses are heavy wrought brass, bronze or 
stainless steel, installed over wrought steel reinforcing 
plates. Knobs are brass, bronze or stainless steel secured 
by a steel knob retainer which cannot be depressed 
when lock has been locked.

LATCHES: 1/2” bolt projection, UL listed for a-label 
applications. Standard latch faceplates 2-1/4” x 1-1/8” 
with square corners to accommodate beveled or flat 
front doors.

STRIKES: 4-7/8” x 1-1/4” ANSI strike with curved lip 
to meet ANSI a115.2 standard door frame preparation 
standard.

Part #

FAX101S

Function

Passage

626 605, 612Style

EG, HG, TG $615.00 $627.00

Elite Gala (EG) Hana Gala (HG) Troy Gala (TG)

Stock finishes: 605 (bright brass), 612 (satin bronze), 626 (satin chrome)
*612 finish is discontinued when out.  ask customer service for availability
and special pricing. There are many other functions, finishes, & lever styles 
available for special order. Ask customer service for information.

FAX301S PrivacyEG, HG, TG $757.00 $769.00

FAX411PD AsylumEG, HG, TG $990.00 $1,002.00

FAX501PD EntryEG, HG, TG

$856.00 $868.00
FAX511PD EG, HG, TG

FAX561PD ClassroomEG, HG, TG

FAX581PD StoreroomEG, HG, TG

Small Format Interchangeable Core 
(SFIC) prep also in stock.
Specify “BD” instead of “PD”.
Example: FAX581BD-DAN-626  

(Less Core)
No Extra Charge

Entry/Office
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B-Series Grade 2, Standard Duty Cylindrical Lever Locks

The B series medium-duty lever lock offers tough, reliable performance and is 
ideal for new construction projects in retail, industrial, multi-family, government 
and military applications. It is a certified ANSI/BHMA a156.2 series 4000 grade 
2 lock and exceeds the standard for durability and reliability. It is UL listed and 
meets ada standards with two of the most common lever designs in the industry.  
The B series is ideal for new construction and retrofit jobs where cost is a 
concern, but security and reliability are required.

DOOR THICKNESS: 1-3/8” to 2" standard.

BACKSET: 2-3/4” standard. 2-3/8” sold 
separate (FAA57425)

MECHANISM: parts constructed of brass or cold 
formed steel, zinc plated and dichromated for rust 
resistance.Springs are stainless steel.

HANDING: locks are non-handed.

CYLINDERS: drilled with 6-pin chambers, pinned in 5. 
Cylinder housings and plugs machined from solid brass. 
Springs are phosphor bronze. 

KEYWAYS: "G” keyway standard on standard cylinders. 

TRIM: roses are 3-1/2” diameter, heavy wrought brass or 
bronze, installed over steel rose inserts which are 
throughbolted through door. levers are pressure cast zinc 
(solid levers no inserts) 

LATCHES: 1/2” bolt projection. ul (3-hour, a label) 
listed. latches have self-adjusting fronts to accommodate 
beveled or flat doors. 2-3/8” backset with 2-1/4” x 1" 
latchfaces, 2-3/4” backset with 2-1/4” x 1-1/8” 
latchfaces.

STRIKES: 4-7/8” x 1-1/4” ansi strike with curved lip to 
meet ansi a115.2 door frame preparation standard.

SCREWS: furnished with combination screws for use in 
wood or metal doors and frames.

ANSI/BHMA: exceeds ANSI/BHMA a156.2,
series 4000, grade 2.
UL: 3 hour, a label.

Part #

FAB101S

Function

Passage

626 605, 612Style

$190.00 $202.00

Dane (DAN) Quantum (QUA)

DAN or QUA

FAB301S Privacy $220.00 $232.00

FAB511PD

$265.00 $277.00FAB561PD

Entry/Office

Classroom

StoreroomFAB581PD

Stock finishes: 605 (bright brass), 612 (satin bronze), 626 (satin chrome)
*612 finish is discontinued when out.  Ask customer service for availability
and special pricing. there are many other functions, finishes, & lever styles 
available for special order. Ask customer service for information.

Small Format Interchangeable Core 
(SFIC) prep also in stock.
Specify “BD” instead of “PD”.
Example: FAX581BD-DAN-626  

(Less Core)
No Extra Charge

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA
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W-Series Grade 2, Medium Duty Cylindrical Lever Locks

The W series medium-duty cylindrical  lever locks feature two lever styles to match most commercial 
door trims. Ideal for low-traffic doorways, the w series can be used in retail, multi-family, mix-use, 
government and industrial applications.

The W series is UL listed and meets ANSI/BHMA a156.2 series 4000 grade 2 standards for durability. 
Interchangeable cores remove for quick and convenient re-keying and are compatible with cores built 
by other manufacturers. The W series delivers a quality product at a value price point and is versatile 
enough to fit various applications. 

DOOR THICKNESS: 1-3/8” to 1-3/4”

BACKSET: 2-3/4” standard 
2-3/8” sold separate (FAQ330-200)

MECHANISM: parts constructed of brass or cold-
formed steel, zinc plated and dichromated for rust 
resistance. Springs are stainless steel.

ATTACHMENT: lock chassis secured to door by two 
screws which pass through a steel rose insert inside and 
thread directly into the outer rose-mounting assembly, 
and two screws that screw into the chassis assembly.

HANDING: locks are non-handed.

CYLINDER: the w series accepts standard 6-pin key-in-
lever cylinders.

KEYWAYS: "G” keyway standard on falcon standard. 

TRIM: roses are heavy wrought brass or bronze, 
installed over steel rose inserts which are through-bolted 
through door. levers are pressure-cast zinc (solid levers-
no-inserts) 

LATCHES: 1/2” bolt projection made of stainless steel 
and UL listed for 3-hour door assemblies. latches have 
self-adjusting fronts to accommodate beveled or flat 
doors. 2-3/8” backset with 1" x 2-1/4” latch faces or 2-
3/4” backset with 1-1/8” x 2-1/4” latch faces.

STRIKES: 4-7/8” x 1-1/4” ansi strike with curved lip to 
meet ANSI a115.2 door frame preparation standard. 

SCREWS: furnished with combination screws for use in 
wood or metal doors and frames.

Part #

FAW12

Function

Half Dummy

626
605, 606, 
612, 613, 625Style

$78.00 $84.00

ANSI/BHMA: Meets ANSI/BHMA A156.2, Series 
4000,Grade 2. UL: 3-hour a label.

Stock Finishes: 605 (Bright Brass), 606 (Satin Brass),  612 (Satin Bronze), 
613 (Oil Rubbed Bronze), 625 (Bright Chrome), 626 (Satin Chrome)

*612 finish is discontinued when out.  Ask customer service for availability
and special pricing. there are many other functions, finishes, & lever styles 
available for special order. Ask customer service for information.

FAW101S Passage $131.00 $143.00

FAW161D
Communicating/
Exit

$132.00 $144.00FAW201D Patio

FAW301S Privacy

FAW501PD

$145.00 $157.00

Entry

FAW511PD Entry/Office

FAW561PD Classroom

StoreroomFAW581PD

Apartment EntryFAW711PD

Small Format Interchangeable Core 
(SFIC) prep also in stock.
Specify “BD” instead of “PD”.
Example: FAW581BD-DAN-626  

(Less Core)
No Extra Charge

Dane (DAN) Quantum (QUA)

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA

DAN or QUA
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W-Series Grade 2, Medium Duty Cylindrical Knob Locks

The W series medium-duty cylindrical  lever locks feature two 
lever styles to match most commercial door trims. Ideal for low-
traffic doorways, the w series can be used in retail, multi-family, 
mix-use, government and industrial applications.

The W series is UL listed and meets ANSI/BHMA a156.2 series 
4000 grade 2 standards for durability. The W series delivers a 
quality product at a value price point and is versatile enough to fit 
various applications. 

DOOR THICKNESS: 1-3/8” to 1-3/4”
BACKSET: 2-3/4” standard 
2-3/8” sold separate (FAQ330-200)

MECHANISM: parts constructed of brass or cold-
formed steel, zinc plated and dichromated for rust 
resistance. Springs are stainless steel.

ATTACHMENT: lock chassis secured to door by two 
screws which pass through a steel rose insert inside and 
thread directly into the outer rose-mounting assembly, 
and two screws that screw into the chassis assembly.

HANDING: locks are non-handed.

CYLINDER: the W series accepts standard 6-pin key-in-
lever cylinders.
KEYWAYS: "G” keyway standard on falcon standard. 

TRIM: roses are heavy wrought brass or bronze, 
installed over steel rose inserts which are through-bolted 
through door.  

LATCHES: 1/2” bolt projection made of stainless steel 
and UL listed for 3-hour door assemblies. latches have 
self-adjusting fronts to accommodate beveled or flat 
doors. 2-3/8” backset with 1" x 2-1/4” latch faces or 2-
3/4” backset with 1-1/8” x 2-1/4” latch faces.
strikes: 4-7/8” x 1-1/4” ANSI strike with curved lip to 
meet ANSI a115.2 door frame preparation standard. 

SCREWS: furnished with combination screws for use in 
wood or metal doors and frames.

Elite (ELI) Hanna (HAN)

Stock Finishes: 605 (Bright Brass), 606 (Satin Brass),  612 (Satin Bronze), 
613 (Oil Rubbed Bronze), 625 (Bright Chrome), 626 (Satin Chrome)

*612 finish is discontinued when out.  Ask customer service for availability
and special pricing. There are many other functions, finishes, & lever styles 
available for special order. Ask customer service for information.

Part #

FAW12

Function

Half Dummy

626
605, 606, 
612, 613, 625Style

$51.00 $57.00ELI or HAN

FAW101S Passage

FAW301S Privacy

FAW511PD Entry/Office

FAW561PD Classroom

StoreroomFAW581PD

Apartment EntryFAW711PD

$69.00 $81.00

$70.00 $82.00

$83.00 $95.00

Small Format Interchangeable Core 
(SFIC) prep also in stock.
Specify “BD” instead of “PD”.
Example: FAW581BD-DAN-626  

(Less Core)
No Extra Charge

ELI or HAN

ELI or HAN

ELI or HAN

ELI or HAN

ELI or HAN

ELI or HAN
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Deadbolts

The D series deadbolt locks provide an extra measure of protection against 
break-ins when used as a supplement to an existing lockset. These versatile 
deadbolt locks meet ANSI/BHMA a156.5 standards for durability and are 
ideal for institutional, government, military, hospital, office and retail 
applications. A variety of certified grade 1 and grade 2 functions provide a 
solution that can accommodate an entire job.

The D series deadbolts deliver superior performance and the flexibility of 
multiple keying systems. Interchangeable cores are removable for quick, 
convenient re-keying and are compatible with cores built by other 
manufacturers. The D series features an ADA-compliant thumbturn and an 
adjustable backset with a lock-in-place design. Functions include classroom, 
cylinder, double cylinder and single cylinder. An integrated anti-pry shield 
behind the cylinder assembly adds security and simplifies installation, while 
the tapered front resists wrenching. 

D100 Series Grade 1, Heavy Duty Deadbolts D200 Series Grade 2, Medium Duty Deadbolts

ANSI/BHMA Standard: A156.5, 2001, Grade 1.

DOOR THICKNESS: 1-3/8” to 1-3/4” 

BACKSETS: 2-3/8” to 2-3/4” adjustable deadbolt.

ATTACHMENT: locks are solidly attached to the door by
1/4” heat-treated steel bolts. these bolts pass through a
steel plate and thread directly into the back of the
outer cylinder housing. A permanent cap is inserted over the inside cylinder 
making the bolts nearly impossible to remove.

HANDING: non-handed. 

CYLINDERS: furnished with solid brass plug and housing,
drilled with 6-pin chambers, pinned in 5 unless
otherwise specified. also available with 7-pin cylinders.
available with 6 or 7-pin interchangeable cores.
furnished with two (2) nickel silver keys standard.

KEYWAYS: "G” keyway standard on conventional

Part #

FAD111PD

Function 26D

$180.00 Classroom Function

605, 606, 613 

$186.00 

FAD121PD
$159.00 

Cylinder X Blank Plate
$165.00 

FAD141PD Cylinder X Thumbturn

FAD131PD $206.00 Cylinder X Cylinder $238.00 

DOOR THICKNESS: 1-3/8” to 1-7/8” 

BACKSETS: 2-3/8” to 2-3/4” adjustable deadbolt.

ATTACHMENT: locks are solidly attached to the door by
1/4” heat-treated steel bolts. these bolts pass through a
steel plate and thread directly into the back of the
outer cylinder housing.a permanent cap is inserted over the inside cylinder 
making the bolts nearly impossible to remove.

HANDING: non-handed. 

CYLINDERS: furnished with solid brass plug and housing,
drilled with 6-pin chambers, pinned in 5 unless
otherwise specified. Also available with 7-pin cylinders.
available with 6 or 7-pin interchangeable cores.
furnished with two (2) nickel silver keys standard.
KEYWAYS: "G” keyway standard on conventional

Part #

FAD211PD

Function 26D

$94.00 Classroom Function

605, 606, 613 

$100.00 

FAD221PD
$91.00 

Cylinder X Blank Plate
$97.00 

FAD241PD Cylinder X Thumbturn

FAD231PD $119.00 Cylinder X Cylinder $125.00 

Small Format Interchangeable Core 
(SFIC) prep also in stock.
Specify “BD” Instead Of “PD”.
Example: FAD141BD-626  

(Less Core)
No Extra Charge

Small Format Interchangeable Core 
(SFIC) prep also in stock.
Specify “BD” Instead of “PD”.
Example: FAD241BD-626  

(Less Core)
No Extra Charge
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Occupancy Indicator Deadbolts

Thumbturn x occupancy indicator
deadbolt thrown or retracted by turn unit only.
occupancy indicator on outside (reads either in use
or vacant with color coding). Bolt automatically
deadlocks when fully thrown.
note: This function is not UL listed.

Emergency key included.
for extra emergency key 
sold separate.

FA61-509(A30155)

FAD271-605 (Bright Brass)   

FAD271-626 (Satin Chrome)  $71.00

Padlocks

Key is removable with shackle in locked 
position only.
Body: Brass
Keyway: Falcon “G”
D.W.O

955-1P 955-2P 955-6P

1”

2”

6”

FA955-1P  (1” Shackle) $179.00 

FA955-2P  (2” Shackle) $193.00 

FA955-6P  (6” Shackle) $193.00 

SFIC Mortise & Rim Cylinder Housings

Interchangeable cores offer maximum convenience for a building owner. 
Whenever a key is lost or stolen, locks can be rekeyed quickly by non-locksmith 
personnel. All it takes is the “control” key used to release and remove or install 
cores in the system. Just go to the door, remove the old core and replace. Security 
is regained in seconds.

Interchangeable cores and locksets are compatible with other competitor small 
format interchangeable core (SFIC) products, such as best and arrow – use falcon 
locks with their cores and vice versa. 

SFIC Cores

*Cams Are 
  Riveted 

Part #

FAC987

Type 03

$45.00 Mort.

26D

$47.00 

Part #

FAC953

Type 03

$49.00 Rim

26D

$51.00 

Part #

FAC646

Keyway 04

$40.00 
Specify

26D

$40.00 

Size

6-pin

FAC647 Specify 7-pin

Uncombinated

Falcon cores 
use one piece 
slide spring cover

SFIC Key Blanks

Priced per blank, 
sold in boxes of 50.

FAKB628-A

$3.20 

FAKB628-B

FAKB628-C

FAKB628-D

FAKB628-DD

FAKB628-E

FAKB628-F

FAKB628-G

FAKB628-H

FAKB628-J

$3.20 

FAKB628-K

FAKB628-L

FAKB628-M

FAKB628-N

FAKB628-Q

FAKB628-R

FAKB628-TB

FAKB628-TD
$8.60 

Standard Key Blanks

Priced per blank, 
sold in boxes of 50.

FAKB577-E FAKB581-E

$3.50 

FAKB573-E

$3.00 

5-Pin

6-Pin 7-Pin

FAKB573-G

FAKB573-H

FAKB573-N

FAKB577-F

FAKB577-G

FAKB577-H

FAKB577-J

FAKB577-K

FAKB577-L

FAKB577-N

FAKB577-P

FAKB577-R

FAKB581-F

FAKB581-G

FAKB581-J

FAKB581-L

There are more key
styles and keyways
available for special 
order.  Ask customer 
service for information.

$3.00 

$77.00
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Exit Devices 1690 Concealed Vertical Rod

The 1690 series design is ideal for demanding, moderate-
traffic applications. The vertical rods and latch mechanisms 
are concealed in the vertical door stile, ensuring ideal 
operation. Cast metal cover plates and end caps hold up to 
rigorous use. A quick, single-point dogging feature in the 
housing deactivates the device, permitting unrestricted traffic 
flow. The 1690 series may also be used to retrofit a 1990 
series crossbar device.

Exit Devices 1790 Rim Device

Part #

DO1690EO

Size US28

$593.00 36”

DC13

$634.00 

DO1690EO 48” $625.00 $662.00 

standard door height is 7’.  devices for taller doors 
are special order. Ask customer service for information

The 1790 series rim device is typically used in applications 
where maintenance is a concern, since the rim device has fewer 
parts and pieces than other exit devices. This results in less 
maintenance and adjustment. The streamlined design has no 
openings for chains, reducing code infringements risks and 
offers increased building security by eliminating tampering and 
forced entry via coat hangers and other tools. The 1790 series 
may also be used to retrofit a 2090 series crossbar device. 

Part #

DO1790EO

Size US28

$541.00 36”

DC13

$578.00 

DO1790EO 48” $573.00 $610.00 

Trim
179L

DO179L-DAN-LHR-P28

$414.00 

Part # Price

CONT.149

DO179L-DAN-RHR-P28 CONT.152

DO179L-DAN-LHR-P13 CONT.161

DO179L-DAN-RHR-P13 CONT.164

 
Electrified options, 
are available for 
special order, 
ask customer 
service for 
information

We stock Falcon Dor-O-Matic service parts. Ask customer service for information  
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Exit Devices

1990 Concealed Vertical Rod, Cross Bar Type 

The 1990/2090 series narrow stile cross bar exit 
devices provide safe and reliable egress that is ideal 
for aluminum doors. The 1990 series concealed 
vertical rod is designed for double door applications, 
while the 2090 series rim device is designed for 
single door applications. The 1990 series is certified 
to ansi/bhma a156.3 grade 1 standards. both series 
boast a 10-year limited warranty.

Part #

DO1990EO

Size P28

$620.00 Comes With 44” Bar

P13

$636.00 

Standard Door Height Is 7’.  Devices For Taller Doors 
Are Special Order. Ask customer service for information.

44” bar can be cut to size

Exit Devices 2090 Cross Bar Type Rim Device 

Part #

DO2090EO

Size P28

$511.00 Comes With 44” Bar

P13

$530.00 

Door Closers

SC80A series closer

this medium-duty closer is designed 
for residential and commercial 
applications

SC60A

This light- to medium-duty closer is designed 
for commercial applications like a small 
boutique or office.

SC70A series closer

this heavy-duty closer is designed for 
busy commercial and institutional 
applications.

SC90A series closer

This light-duty closer is designed for interior 
residential and light commercial applications

DOSC61A-RW/PA-AL or DU $210.00 

DOSC71A-RW/PA-AL or DU $414.00 

DOSC81A-RW/PA-AL or DU $265.00 

DOSC91A-RW/PA-AL or DU $154.00 

DOSC94A-RW/PA-AL or DU $183.00 

We stock Dor-O-Matic service parts. 
Ask customer service for information  

Complete 1990 
Repair Kit

DO4270100583

$433.00 
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19 Series 19 Series Rim Exit Device Surface Vertical Rod 

The monarch 19-R series rim device that delivers superior panic hardware with 
modern touchbar styling. This non-handed device covers a 161 cutout and may be 
used on 1 3/4" narrow stile aluminum doors. The "EO" (exit only) device is ready 
to accept all appropriate trim functions.

HAND: non-handed.

FUNCTIONS: all functions built into “eo” device. all 19 series trim works with 
rim or vertical devices

FINISHES: powder-coated aluminum-sp28; powder-coated dark bronze- sp313

STRIKES: f570 standard. 

LATCHBOLT: stainless steel, 3” throw.
deadlocking latchbolt: standard.

DOGGING FEATURE: 1/2 turn hex dogging standard. 
no threaded parts to wear out

STOCK SIZES: 3’0" and 4’0"

DOORS: 1-3/4” thick, wood or metal. 

PROJECTION: 2-1/2" maximum; 1-7/8” dogged.

FASTENERS: all mounting screws are concealed. 
furnished with sheet metal screws. 

SEX BOLTS: 3-#4122 (1/4-20) snb standard.certified ansi a156.3-2001 grade 1 
standards 161 cutout

Shim Kit Glass Door FASK-19-R-1/4” 

Manufactured to the same exacting standards as the 19 rim, the 19-v exit 
device complies with most exit door requirements, and is fully reversible 
and surface applied. This device is regularly furnished with deadlocking 
top latch with latch retention and square bolt at bottom. 
The "EO" (exit only) device is ready to accept all appropriate trim 
functions.

HAND: field reversible.

FUNCTIONS: all functions built into “eo” device. all 19 series trim works 
with rim or vertical devices.

FINISHES: powder-coated aluminum-sp28; powder-coated duranodic-
sp313; strikes: 3788 strike is surface applied standard. 2130 strike is 
mortised into floor. allows use of standard 3788 strike

LATCHBOLT: top stainless steel 3/4" throw. 
bottom square bolt 1/2” throw.

DEADLOCKING LATCHBOLT: standard

DOGGING FEATURE: 1/2 turn hex dogging standard. 
no threaded parts to wear out.

19 Series Trims 

VERTICAL RODS: Furnished to length based on 40 5/16" horizontal from 
finished floor and a 7’0" door standard. 

Shim Kit For Glass Door FASK-19-V-1/4"

Part #

MN19-R-EO

Size SP28, SP313

$351.00 3’

MN19-R-EO $374.00 4’

Door Size

29”-36”

35”-48”

Part #

MN19-V-EO

Size SP28, SP313

$550.00 3’

MN19-V-EO $573.00 4’

Door Size

29”-36”

35”-48”

MN911K
$135.00 

MN914KIL
$227.00 

MN914KIL-IC
$280.00 

MN912L-DAN

SP28 or SP313

KEY LOCKS OR UNLOCKS

MN912L-BE-DAN

BLANK ESCUTCHEON

MN912L-NL-DAN

NIGHT LATCH

MN912L-DT-DAN

DUMMY TRIM

$189.00 
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25 Series Rim Exit Device 25 Series Surface Vertical Rod 

The Falcon 25-R series rim device meets the demanding 
requirements of high traffic installations with a single-point, 
rim type latch & a streamlined touch bar design.
This device can also be electrified for maximum ease of use 
and accessibility.

HAND: non-handed.

STRIKES: 299 strike standard.

LATCHBOLT: stainless steel, 3/4" throw.
deadlocking latchbolt: standard.
dogging feature: 1/2 turn hex dogging standard. 
no threaded parts to wear out.

STOCK SIZES: 3'. cut to size in the field.

DOORS: 1-3/4" thick, wood or metal.

PROJECTION: 2-3/4" maximum, 2” dogged.

MOUNTING HEIGHT: 40-1/4" to finished floor.

FASTENERS: all mounting screws are concealed, sheet metal 
screws and machine screws standard.

Part #

MN25-R-EO

Size US28

$1,099.00 3’

313AN

$1,165.00 

High-traffic applications demand the added strength and protection that 
comes with a vertical rod device. The falcon 25-v series delivers with a 
surface-applied design that includes standard top latch and deadlocking. 
The sleek touch bar design
ensures an attractive installation.

HAND: Field Reversible.

STRIKES: 3788 Top strike is surface applied.
2130 bottom strike is mortised into floor..

LATCHBOLT: Top Stainless Steel 3/4' Throw. Bottom 
Bolt, ½" Throw.
DEADLOCKING LATCHBOLT: Standard in top latch.

LATCH RETENTION HOLD: Standard with top latch.

DOGGING FEATURE: 1/2 Turn Hex Dogging 
Standard. No threaded parts to wear out.

Stock Sizes: 3'.
DOORS: 1-3/4' Thick wood or metal.

PROJECTION: 2-3/4" Maximum, 2" Dogged.

FASTENERS: All mounting screws are concealed, 
sheet metal screws standard.

VERTICAL RODS: Furnished to length based on a 40-
1/4" horizontal cl from finished floor and a 7’0" door 
standard. 

Part #

MN25-V-EO

Size US28

$1,596.00 3’

313AN

$1,696.00 

25 Series Trims SP28 or SP313

MN510L-DAN

$409.00 

Night Latch

MN510L-NL-DAN

$328.00 

MN510L-DT-DAN

$409.00 

PASSAGE

MN510L-BE-DAN

$328.00 

DUMMY TRIM

MEL - Motorized Electric Latch Retraction is available 
for special order.

MEL - Motorized Electric Latch Retraction is available 
for special order.
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